Find the Difference!
Look closely to spot the 10 differences between the picture on the left and the altered picture on the right.

Portrait of Empress Catherine II (reign, 1762–96), attributed to Dimitrii Grigorievich Levitskii (Russian, 1735-1822), after Alexander Roslin (Swedish, 1718-93), St. Petersburg, about 1788, oil on canvas (51.56) Learn about this portrait through our online collection and our mobile app tour stop £431.

Answer: 1) wearing glasses; 2) color of fabric on column; 3) two orbs; 4) not holding scepter; 5) no laurel leaves on front of dress; 6) hair color; 7) no cape draped on rear; 8) no two-headed eagle on chair; 9) not sitting above bust; 10) not wearing gold, partially covered diamond-shaped badge on chest.
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